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Foreword
With few exceptions, the Pieces in this volume originated in an impulse imparted by the fall of
Richmond. They were composed without reference
to collective arrangement, but, being brought together
in review, naturally fall into the order assumed.
The events and incidents of the conflictmaking up a whole, in varied amplitude, corresponding with the geographical area covered by the warfrom these but a few themes have been taken, such as
for any cause chanced to imprint themselves upon the
mind.
The aspects which the strife as a memory assumes are as manifold as are the moods of involuntary meditation-moods variable, and at times widely
at variance. Yielding instinctively, one after another,
to feelings not inspired from any one source exclusively, and unmindful, without purposing to be, of consistency, I seem, in most of these verses, to have but
placed a harp in a window, and noted the contrasted
airs which wayward winds have played upon the strings.
-Collected Poems of Herman Melville, ed.
Howard P. Vincent (Chicago, 1947), p. 446. (Hereafter cited as Poems.)

T

he above passage is Herman Melville's preface to Battle-Pieces
and Aspects of the War, his first volume of poetry. The first
impression is that Melville's muse came to him fitfully and
that the whole process of creating the seventy-two poems in BattlePieces was a somewhat casual one, the result of "contrasted airs" from
"wayward winds." Many of the poems, however, describe events of
the war in terms so specific that one is prompted to wonder what
Melville's sources were and if he did not use these sources rather
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conscientiously, painstakingly exploiting them for details. In a note
appended to his "Rebel Color-Bearers at Shiloh" Melville provides a
clue to his sources by stating: "The incident on which this piece is
based is narrated in a newspaper account of the battle to be found in
the &be/lion &cortf' (Poems, p. 457). He then quotes in illustration a
paragraph from one of the many newspaper accounts and official
records given in the &be/lion &cord.
Willard Thorp was the first to comment in print on Melville's
use of the Rebellion Record. In his "Introduction" to Herman Melville:
Representative Selections (New York, 1938), Thorp pointed out that
''Lyon" was composed partly of details drawn from Volume II and
asserted that the &cord was "exploited extensiveli' by Melville and
that "Either he turned at once to its pages when the impulse to write
verse again was imparted to him or he happened to be going through
them when Richmond fell" (p. lxxxviii). Thorp offered no details,
however, but in his edition of the Collected Poems Vincent identified
the &cord as a source for "Dupont's Round Fight," "The Stone Fleet,"
and "Donelson." When I wrote my M.A. thesis in 1959, these were
the only comments in print on Melville and the &be/lion &cord, and
the topic was suggested to me by Professor Nathalia Wright at The
University of Tennessee, and I have been grateful to her ever since
for this and many other kindnesses. Subsequent discussions of the
poems have acknowledged my thesis, but its discoveries-just which
poems relied on what source and how-have never been spelled out,
and my intention here is to give details of verbal borrowings.
Melville drew on the &cord for twenty of the ~eventy-two
poems in Battle-Pieces and for two others included in his later volume
of poems, ]oh11 Ma" 011d Other Sailors. His indebtedness to the &cord,
moreover, is greater in one sense than is suggested by the total of
twenty poems out of seventy-two, for most of the fifty-two poems
not indebted to the &cord are largely philosophical, eulogistic, or inscriptive. Of the lines actually describing war events and giving details of battles, an estimated eighty percent have probable sources in
the &cord. One poem, "The March to the Sea," was inspired by Brevet Major George Ward Nichols's The Story of the Great March.
The &be/lion Record comprises eleven volumes and a supplement to the first volume. The full title is The &be/lion &cord.· A Diary
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of American Events,

with Docrtments, Na"atives, 11/r/Strative Incidents, Poetry, Etc. It was published in New York, from 1861 to 1868, by
Putnam's. In a ''Preface" to the first volume, the editor, Frank Moore,
announced that the Rebellion Record proposed to furnish "in a digested
and systematic shape, a comprehensive history of this struggle; sifting fact from fiction and rumor; presenting the poetical and picturesque aspects, the noble and characteristic incidents, separated from
the graver and more important documents." The usual arrangement
was to divide each volume into three parts, each with separate pagination. The first part, generally seventy-five to one hundred pages, is
a "Diary of Events," usually brief extracts of such newspaper items
as announcements of troop movements and changes in conunand.
The second part, "Documents and Narratives," constitutes the bulk
of each volume and averages over five hundred pages. The documents, some of considerable length, include important proclamations by military and political figures, correspondence between officials, newspaper accounts of battles and other events, and official
reports written by participating officers. With the exception of the
newspaper accounts, which sometimes attempt a poetic style, the language is usually prosaic and not what one might expect to be a source
of inspiration for a poet. The fifty or so pages of the third section,
"Poetry, Rumors, and Incidents," include poems by Oliver Wendell
Holmes, John Greenleaf Whittier, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Paul
Hamilton Hayne, EdwardS. Ellis, and other lights much lesser. Humorous and sentimental anecdotes fill out this section.
Since Battle-Pieces was published in 1866, Melville could not
have plundered Volume X (1867) or Volume XI (1868), and there is
no evidence that he used Volume IX (1866). The first eight volumes,
however, as well as the supplement to Volume I, were in print by
1865 and available to him, although there is no evidence that he owned
copies himself. In this study, the poems which owe something to the
Record will be discussed below in the order in which they appear in
Battle-Pieces and John A1.arr.
Frank Dtl)'
Clemson, S o11th Carolina

ix

The "Hartford," Admiral Farragut's flagship, returning the
salutes of foreign frigates
(Harper's Weekly, Aug. 29, 1863)
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Battle-Pieces

1

2

"Apathy and Enthusiasm"
he poem '~pathy and Enthusiasm" is divided into two stanzas. The first describes the depressing winter of 1860-1861,
the period just before the fall of Sumter; and the second compares the coming of the spring of 1861 to the burst of patriotism and
enthusiasm that sprang up at the same time:

T

0, the rising of the People
Came with springing of the grass,
They rebounded from dejection
After Easter came to pass.
And the young were all elation
Hearing Sumter's cannon roar.

f\.1eh;}}e probably got the idea for this poem from a New York Times
editorial of April 16, 1861, tided "The Resurrection of Patriotism"
and reprinted in Volume I of the Record (Documents, p. 62). The following passage reveals Melville's debt
The hearts of our own people had begun to
sink within them, at the apparent insensibility of the
public to the dangers that menaced the government.
The public mind seemed to have been demoralized,the public heart seemed insensible to perils which
threatened utter extinction to the great Republic. The
secession movement, infinitely the most formidable
danger which has ever menaced our government, was
regarded with indifference and treated as merely a novel
form of our usual political contentions. The best
among us began to despair of a country which seemed
incompetent to understand its dangers, and indifferent
to its own destruction.
But all this has changed. The cannon which
bombarded Sumter awoke strange echoes, and touched
forgotten chords in the American heart. American loyalty leaped into instant life, and stood radiant and ready
3

for the fierce encounter.
The sentiments of the second stanza, with its conclusion, "Grief to
every grt!Jibeard /When yormg Indians lead the war," owe nothing to the
Times editorial.

"Lyon"
Willard Thorp identified the Record as a source for "Lyon" but
gave no verbal evidence. Although much of the poem appears independently composed, there are echoes of passages in the Misso11ri Democrat and New York Tribune narratives of the battle of Springfield, Missouri, reprinted in Volume II (Documents, pp. 511-519). In stanza
five of "Lyon," the "night-tramp" describes a march of twelve to fifteen miles begun about 8 p.m. and finished around 6 a.m. ''We spied
the Vale/With guard-ftres lit" probably owes its inception to the
Democrats account: ''We soon came in sight of the valley in which
they were encamped. A thousand tents, stretching off into the distance . . . , were before us, presenting as animated appearance as a
young city" (Documents, p. 512). "Trooping clouds" in stanza ftve
was probably inspired by the Democrats metaphor in "their clouds of
cavalry were visible" (Documents, p. 512).
Melville's depiction, in stanza eight, of a Lyon who fought
courageously despite painful wounds from gunfire is well substantiated in the Tribrme account (Documents, p. 516), but he was not at
first as determined to continue the battle: '~fter being wounded, he
exclaimed to Major Schofield, 'The day is lost,' but the Major said,
'No, General, let us tty once more"' (Documents, p. 513).
Melville speaks in stanza eleven of the Iowa men, who were
"Half drilled," and "new/To battle." Lyon had lacked confidence in
his troops at ftrst, thinking them too raw and untrained, "but now the
time had come for him to reverse his judgment, which he did after
their first repulse of the enemy'' (Documents, p. 513). The cry of the
Iowa men, "Give us a leader and we'll follow to death," is reported by
Melville, "Some one lead us, then we'll do;' and is spoken by a fieri4

tious Corporal Tryon. Melville shortens Lyon's answer to "Men! I will
lead," whereas both the Democrat and the Tribrme print "I will lead you.
Come on, brave men."

"Dupont's Round Fight"
The interesting short poem ''Dupont's Round Fight" was probably inspired by the map in Volume III, Doc. 106 and its accompanying explanation. The poem is brief enough to be given here in its entirety:
In time and measure perfect moves
All Art whose aim is sure;
Evolving rhyme and stars divine
Have rules, and they endure.
Nor less the Fleet that warred for Right,
And, warring so, prevailed,
In geometric beauty curved,
And in an orbit sailed.
The rebel at Port Royal felt
The Unity overawe,
And rued the spell. A type was here,
And victory of Law.
The cut lines speak of "a circle, or ellipse," probably suggesting
Melville's reference to "geometric beauty."

"The Stone Fleet: An Old Sailor's Lament"
For "The Stone Fleet" Melville went to the New York Tribrme
account in Volume III, Documents 503-508. He printed part of the
5
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G. C. Plicque's illustration "Plan of the Battle ofPort Royal, S.

C.," from The Rebellion Record as reprinted from the New York
Tribune.
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first paragraph of this account as a note to the poem:
The terrible Stone Fleet, on a mission as pitiless as the granite that freights it, sailed this morning
from Port Royal, and before two days are past will have
made Charleston an inland city. The ships are all old
whalers, and cost the government some $2500 to $5000
each. Some of them were once famous ships. Melville
comments that this quotation is "From Newspaper Correspondence of the day."
The stone fleet was made up of sixteen old whalers, loaded
with blocks of granite, and it was sunk at the entrance to Charleston
harbor. The sinking of these old ships was a natural source of inspiration for an old whaler like Melville:
I have a feeling for these ships,
Each wom and ancient one,
With great bluff bows, and broad in the beam:
Ay, it was unkindly done.
Melville's phrasing reflects in two places his reading of the
Tribune account. In stanza one the epithet "great bluff bows" echoes
the Tribrme's description of the Potomac. "and her bluff bows nod to us
rather gratefully" (Documents, p. 504). In stanza five, when he is describing the death of the ships, Melville says, "They sunk so slow,
they died so hard," a line clearly indebted to "Some stanch old ships
died very hard, settling very slowly, and still upright when they had
felt the bottom" (Documents, p. 508).
Melville singles out the Tenedos, "a glorious good old craft as
ever run," for especial praise in stanzas two and three. The Tribune
writer had done the same, nostalgically commenting that "The Tenedos
is one of the oldest, if I may trust the mate of the Catawba, who
confidentially informed me that her keel was laid when Adam was an
oakum boy'' (Documents, p. 504). Melville expresses his feelings about
the sinking of the stone fleet in his concluding stanza:

7

And all for naught. The waters passCurrents will have their way;
Nature is no body's ally; 'tis well;
The harbor is bettered-will stay.
A failure, and complete,
Was your old Stone Fleet.

"Donelson"
Except for ''A Scout toward Aldie," "Donelson" is the longest
poem in Battle-Pieces. It takes the form of newspaper bulletins read to
an anxious crowd of Northerners from a bulletin board. The bulletins
are selections worked over by Melville from the accounts of the New
York Times and the Misso11ri Democrat, reprinted in Volume III, Documents, pp. 170-187.
The bulletins begin with an announcement that the Union
forces, "Some thirty thousand the command," have "a good position
won" and begun "the siege of Donelson." The description of Fort
Donelson, some sixty miles northwest of Nashville, Melville got from
a map (Documents, p. 167) and from the Times description:
This stronghold crowns a river-bluff,
A good broad mile of leveled top;
Inland the ground rolls off
Deep-gorged, and rocky, and broken upA wilderness of trees and brush.
The Times description:
The ground around the Fort is a rolling upland,
covered with heavy timber and dense undergrowth, and
broken for miles around into ravines, bordered by precipitous bluffs, whose sides, steep and rocky, almost
forbid the passage of even a goat. The Fort itself is
situated upon a high bluff, which slants with an easy
8

descent to a point at the water's edge on the north, and
is probably not less than one hundred feet above the
level of the water. To the rear the bluff has been to
some extent leveled for the distance of a mile. On this
artificial tableland stands the Fort, whose lines of fortification and rifle-pits cover the entire leveled space.
(Docwnents, p. 171)
Melville's use of ''vim," which he italicizes, in his description
of the troops' morale, probably was inspired by its use by the Times
correspondent, who describes an old man who is stirred by the strains
of ''Yankee Doodle" as the fleet passes Eddyville: "Off went his hat,
and with a vim that sent his hat flying ..." (Documents, p. 171 ).
Melville notes that "The welcome weather/Is clear and mild," a line
for which he had the authority of the Times statement that "the weather
was mild and cheerful" (Docwnents, p. 171). And the phrasing of the
lines "Grant's investment is complete-/A semicircular one" follows
remarks in the Times that "the Fort is completely invested" (Documents, p. 173) and that forces were extended ''both up and down a
line parallel with the river ... thus enclosing the Fort in a semicircular
line" (Docwnents, p. 171). The fighting to complete this semicircular
investment was extremely bitter. As Melville puts it,
Each wood, each hill, each glen was fought for
The bold inclosing line we wrought for
Flamed with sharpshooters. Each cliff cost
A limb or life.
Melville has here drawn on the Times description of this same fighting:
This [enclosing the fort] was not done without much
trouble. The enemy's pickets and sharpshooters seemed
endless in nwnber, and had to be driven from every
ravine and hill-top, at the expense of much bloodletting. (Documents, p. 171)
The account of Thursday's battle, the manner in which "Events un-
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Account of the capture of
Fort Donelson, Harper~
Weekly, Mar. 1, 1862, p.
130.
.

fold," follows the Times report closely:
On Thursday added gronnd was won,
A long bold steep: we near the Den.
Later the foe came shouting down
In sortie, which was quelled, and then
We stormed them on their left.
The "long bold steep" that was won was known to Melville from the
following Times lines:
The enemy gradually gave gronnd, and in an
hour had taken refuge within their work, and our troops
were in possession of the series of hills which lies adjacent to the ravine next to the outer line of fortifications. (Documents, p. 171)
The instance of the foe's coming "shouting down/In sortie" originated in the Missortri Democrat paragraph below:
About the same time that these stirring scenes
were being enacted on our right wing, the enemy made
a formidable sortie on our left. The Twenty-fifth Indiana ... having got into an exposed position, the enemy
promptly availed themselves of the opportunity afforded them, and made a most formidable sortie from
their intrenchments. The Twenty-fifth ... drove them
back to their hiding places. No further sorties were
made in this direction. (Documents, p. 179)
The Times acconnt does not mention the sudden change in the weather
that occurred after Thursday's battle, but it is emphasized in the Missortri Democrat story:
The night of Thursday will long be remembered
by the troops surronnding Donelson. The weather ...
toward the close of the afternoon became chilly and

11

The surrender of Fort Donelson, February 16, 1982.
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lowering. (Documents, p. 179)
Melville turns this report into

A chilly change in the afternoon;
The sky, late clear, is now bereft
Of sun. Last night the ground froze hard.
The "Last night" in the last line refers, of course, to Wednesday night.
\X'ednesday night's weather is not mentioned in the Democrat story, but
it is fully described by the Times:
. . . and then a savage wind was driving hail,
sleet and snow direcdy in our teeth, as the work of
landing the troops was commenced. A more disagreeable job never was undertaken and finished; the storm
had cleared off, leaving the ground frozen hard and
covered to the depth of an inch with snow. (Documents, p. 171)
It should be noted how Melville went from one newspaper account to
the other for the details of this one stanza. He returned later on to the
same reports for more lines about the weather.
Melville continues his narrative of Thursday's events in these
lines:
Along the outer line we ward
A crackle of skirmishing goes on.
Our lads creep round on hand and knee,
They fight from behind each trunk and stone;
And sometimes, flying for refuge, one
Finds 'tis an enemy shares the tree.
Some scores are maimed by boughs shot off
In the glades by the Fort's big gun.
We mourn the loss of Colonel Harrison,
Killed while cheering his regiment on.
Their far sharpshooters try our stuff;
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And ours return them puff for puff;
'Tis diamond-cutting-diamond work.
Woe on the rebel cannoneer
Who shows his head. Our fellows lurk
Like Indians that waylay the deer
By the wild salt-spring.
The Union riflemen in this fray were ''Birge's celebrated regiment of
riflemen." Each member was "dressed in gray, with a gray felt cap,
whose top is rigged 'fore-and-aft' with squirrel tails dyed black" (Documents, p. 171). Notice Melville's use in the above lines of the Timels
description of Birge's men:
Lying flat behind a stump, one could watch
with finger on trigger for rebel game with all the excitement of a hunter waylaying deer at a "salt-lick."
Woe to rebel caput that was lifted ever so quickly above
the parapet for a glance at Yankee operations. Fifty
eyes instandy sighted it, and fifty fingers drew trigger
on it, and thereafter it was seen no more. (Documents,
pp. 171-172)
A large number of the wounds were caused by
falling limbs, which were wrenched off by the fiery
showers of grape sent from the rebel batteries. (Documents, p. 172)
There is also a debt to these lines from the Democrats account:
In the meantime Birge's sharpshooters were
doing good execution both to the right and left of this
position. In squads of skirmishers they crawled up the
ravines of the ridge on which the batteries and the
rifle-pits of the enemy were located, and lying concealed behind stumps and logs, woe to the unwary rebel
who dared to show his head above the entrenchments
.... The enemy were not without their sharpshooters,
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too, who would in tum attempt a response. (Documents, p. 178)
Both narratives mention "the loss of Colonel Morrison."
For his description of the "Sole uniform they wore, a sort/Of
patch, or white badge . . . / Upon the arm," Melville relied on accounts in both the Charleston Cortner and the Richmond Dispatch. The
Cortner states that '~sin other engagements during the war, it was
found necessary to adopt some mark by which friend could be recognized from foe, and that adopted was a white band on the arm." (Documents, p. 184) The Dispatch supplies a similar note (Documents, p.
186). The officers who led these "ragamuffins" were in Melville's poem
"Splendid in courage and gold lace," a detail &om the Times reference
to the "great profusion of gold lace" on the Confederate officers' uniforms (Documents, p. 176).
Melville's description of Thursday's assault on the fort owes
its details to the Democrat narrative:
The charge too upward, and not downUp a steep ridge-side, toward its crown,
A strong redoubt. But they who first
Gained the fort's base, and marked the trees
Felled, heaped in horned perplexities,
And shagged with brush; and swarming there
Fierce wasps whose sting was present d~ath
They faltered, drawing bated breath,
And felt it was in vain to dare;
Yet still, perforce, returned the ball,
Firing into the tangled wall
Till ordered to come down. They came;
But left some comrades in their fame ....
This last passage is Melville's adaptation of the following paragraph:
... but unappalled, the Seventeenth still gallantly pressed forward, and penetrated even to the very
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feet of the works. But it was not in the power of man
to scale the abattis before them. Brush piled upon
brush, with sharp points fronting them everywhere, met
them wherever they turned; and so, after a few interchanges of musketry with the swarming regiments
which had been concentrated here, the order for retiring was given. It was done in good order, by filing off
to d1e left and obliquing into the woods below; but
many a gallant soldier was left behind underneath the
intrenchments they had vainly sought to mount (Documents, p. 179).
Melville's swnmary of the close of the day's fighting can be compared
with the De111ocrafs:
Our ranks once out of range, a blast
Of shrapnel and quick shell
Burst on the rebel horde, still massed,
Scattering them pell-mell.
Scarcely had our retiring columns got out of range, ere
Taylor's Chicago battery opened on the swarming rebel
masses, with shell and shrapnel with fearful effect
(Documents, p. 179).
Melville's description of the misery of the Union troops Thursday night owes its every line to the Democrat account. The details are
not even rearranged, as they often are in Melville's adaptations, but
merely telescoped:
Night closed in about the Den
Murky and lowering. Ere long, chill rains.
A night not soon to be forgot,
Reviving old rheumatic pains
And longings for a cot.
No blankets, overcoats, or tents,
Coats thrown aside on the warm march here-
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We looked not then for changeful cheer;
Tents, coats, and blankets too much care.
No fires; a fire a mark presents;
Near by, the trees show bullet-dents.
The men well soaked, came snow; and more;
A midnight sally. Small sleeping doneBut such is war;
No matter, we'll have Fort Donelson.
These lines came from the following Democrat passage:
The night of Thursday will long be remembered
by the troops surrounding Donelson. The weather ...
toward the close of the afternoon became chilly and
lowering. About six o'clock a heavy rain set in. During
the warmth of the day before ... whole regiments had
cast aside their overcoats and blankets, and without
tents, and in the great majority of cases, occupying
positions rendering a fire a sure mark for the enemy's
batteries, with nothing to eat but cold rations, their
condition was deplorable indeed.
To add to their discomfort, when thoroughly
saturated with rain, a pelting snow-storm set in, continuing all night. As can be imagined, with an enemy in
front, continually annoying and annoyed, but little sleep
was indulged in. The only demonstration of importance on the part of the rebels, during the night, was a
formidable attempt on the right wing to obtain Taylor's
battery.
But, cold and hungry, and with garments stiff
with frost, the soldiers were still hopeful and firm. The
universal sentiment was, as bluff Col. Oglesby expressed, ''We came here to take that fort, and we will
take it. " (Documents, p. 179)
In his composition of the events of Friday, Melville alternated
between the Times and the Democrat in his selection of details. The
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reference to the "frozen shores/Snow-clad" and the manner in which
"over the desolate ridges blew/A Lapland wind" is a paraphrase of
The ground was covered with snow to the depth of a
couple of inches, and a breeze that would have done
honor to the Arctic regions, swept across the desolate
ridge upon which our army was lying. (Documents, p.
179)
Compare Melville's
The main affair
Was a good two hours' steady fight
Between the gun-boats and the Fort,
with "The only event of importance that occurred during the day, was
a heavy engagement between the gunboats and the Fort" (Documents,
p. 172).
Melville's account of the gunboat battle is an adroit pasting
together of details drawn from different stages of the battle but so
arranged as to give the impression that the entire scene described resulted from the one cannon ball that came "planet-like through a starboard port."
The Louisville's wheel was smashed outright.
A hundred-and-twenty-eight-pound ball
Came planet-like through a starboard port,
Killing three men, and wounding all
The rest of that gun's crew,
(The captain of the gun was cut in two);
Then splintering and ripping wentNothing could be its continent.
In the narrow stream the Louisville,
Unhelmed, grew lawless; swung around,
And would have thumped and drifted, till
All the fleet was driven aground,
But for the timely order to retire.
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Some damage from our fire, 'tis thought,
Was done the water-batteries of the Fort.
Little else took place that day,
Except the field artillery in line
Would now and then-for love, they sayExchange a valentine.
The old sharpshooting going on.
Some plan as yet unknown;
So Friday closed on Donelson.
A comparison with the Times story reveals Melville's method in constructing this passage:
At this time the boats were within some four
hundred yards, and were on the point of using grapeshot, when a shot disabled the steering apparatus of
the Louisville, by carrying off the top of the wheelhouse, and knocking the wheel itself into fragments.
There was a tiller aft, and this was instandy taken possession of by the pilot-but he had scarcely reached,
ere the rudder was carried away by a shot from the
Tyler. Of course the boat became instandy unmanageable, and swung around, receiving a shot in the woodwork towards the stem, which, I believe, wounded
several seamen. Under these circumstances, it was
thought best to retire, and accordingly the whole fleet
fell back to the position it had occupied in the morning. The most serious damage sustained during the action was from one of those monster one hundred and
twenty-eight-pound shots, which passed through a
bowport of the Louisville and dismounted the second
gun on the starboard quarter, killing three men and
wounding six others. A captain of one of the guns was
cut completely in two, and spattered his brains over
Captain Dove, who stood by him, and otherwise so
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mangled him that scarcely a resemblance to humanity
remained. (Documents, p. 172)
Melville's exchange of "valentines" derives from the Democrats
"Cavender, Taylor, Woods ... and Swartz would occasionally exchange
a valentine, as they were playfully called. (Documents, p. 180)
Melville's account of the misery endured the Friday night after the gunboat assault is taken exclusively from details in the Times:
Great suffering through the nightA stinging one. Our heedless boys
Were nipped like blossoms. Some dozen
Hapless wounded men were frozen.
During day being struck down out of sight,
And help-cries drowned in roaring noise,
They were left just where the skirmish shiftedLeft in dense underbrush snow-drifted,
Some, seeking to crawl in crippled plight,
So stiffened-perished.
Yet in spite
Of pangs for these, no heart is lost.
Hungry, and clothing stiff with frost,
Our men declare a nearing sun
Shall see the fall of Donelson,
And this they say, yet not disown
The dark redoubts round Donelson,
And ice-glazed corpses, each a stoneA sacrifice to Donelson;
They swear it, and swerve not, gazing on
A flag, deemed black, flying from Donelson.
Some of the wounded in the wood
Were cared for by the foe last night,
Though he could do them little needed good,
Himself being all in shivering plight.
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These lines have their source in the following paragraph:
Friday night was one of the severest description. The
men being without tents, and in many cases without
fire, suffered intensely. Hundreds were &ost-bitten, and
from facts related to me since the surrender by some
of the rebels, I have no doubt but that many of our
wounded men, who fell in the fight of Friday, and were
unable to walk in, were actually &ozen to death . . . .
During the various conflicts of Friday, the scene was
constandy changed &om point to point, and not again
visited by our troops. Men would fall at these places,
and being unable to get away, were obliged to stay where
they fell. In some cases, a few of our wounded were
cared for by the rebels, although they were without
fire, and could give them but litde valuable assistance.
(Documents, p. 173)
The detail of the flag, "deemed black, flying &om Donelson," comes
from "The rebels have a flag flying from the Fort which is thought to
be a black one" (Documents, p. 173).
The batde for Fort Donelson was decided on Saturday, when
the Fort's defenses finally crumbled before the Union forces' repeated
onslaughts. Melville's account of Saturday's events draws on both the
Times and the Democrat accounts, as well as the Charleston Cortner narrative. The first six lines are indebted to the Cortner.
Saturday morning at 3 A.M.
A stir within the Fort betrayed
That the rebels were getting under arms;
Some plots these early birds had laid.
But a lancing sleet cut him who stared
Into the storm.
The details of the time and the "lancing sleet" are mentioned only in
the Cottner account:
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... three o'clock on the morning of Saturday
found them resting on their arms, awaiting the decisive movements which were to determine the fate of
the day. The snow lay upon the ground to the depth of
three inches ... and a cold, blinding sleet came slanting down like a shower of lances (Doc. 183).
The description of the enemy sallying out "at dim of dawn"
could have come from any one of the three accounts, as could have
the statement that the infantry "Rolled down the slopes like rivers of
hell,/Surged at our line, and swelled and poured." The knowledge
that "Our men stood up, except where reared/The enemy through
one gap" must have come from the Times, since neither of the other
two accounts mentions this breakthrough. '~t another part of the
National line the attack was conducted by such overwhelming numbers that the line was broken through" (Doc. 173-174).
The battle went on bitterly through the morning. Melville describes the see-saw engagement in these terms:
Back set the tide,
But soon afresh rolled in;
And so it swayed from side to side.
Melville calls the fray an "Indian fight," by which he presumably means
an unorganized, free-for-all engagement. This aspect of the fight is
brought out in the Times:
Now it rolled over a hill, soon poured along a
ravine, always in the woods, and always marking its
track in characters of blood. The conflict was not conducted according to any particular military plan-men
stationed themselves behind trees, logs, rocks, anything
that would afford shelter, and blazed away whenever a
hostile head appeared (Doc. 173).
And the Democrat offers a similar description: "The battle, for the most
part, was fought in a forest with a thick undergrowth beneath, and
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regiments acted mosdy on the principle of hitting a head wherever it
could be found" (Doc. 181).
At last in Melville's poem the Union forces did "drive the rebels
off," and ''Noon brought calm to Donelson." As the Democrat puts it,
"Grape, canister and shrapnel, and an uninterrupted musketry fire ...
proved too much for the so far victorious foe, and they at last were
obliged to retire" (Doc. 181).
At noon on Saturday during the slackening of hostilities, General Grant "returned from the landing, where he had a conference
with Commodore Foote. That officer had informed the General that it
was impossible for him to put his gunboats in a condition to make
another attack, for several days at least" (Doc. 181). Melville turned
this last passage into his opening lines describing the events of Saturday afternoon:
The damaged gun-boats can't wage fight
For days; so says the Commodore.
The general failure of the Union forces on Saturday morning
demanded that Grant take quick action, however, and he responded
by giving an order "to prepare for an immediate and general attack
along the entire lines. The regiments which had suffered most severely
in the morning were withdrawn" (Doc. 181 ). Melville incorporates
this last bit of information into the lines

An order given
Requires withdrawal from the front
Of regiments that bore the brunt
Of morning's fray. Their ranks all riven
Are being replaced by fresh, strong men.
Melville writes of the afternoon attack that at three p.m. "The
work begins," and he speaks of "Lew Wallace, moving to retake / The
heights late lost-." This information about Wallace and the time of
the attack came from the following excerpts:
Gen. Lew Wallace was given a division composed of
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two regiments of his own brigade . . . and was given
the job of clearing the ground we had lost in the morning .... All the arrangements were complete by three
o'clock, and General Smith's column was put in motion soon after.. (Doc. 181)
Melville's passage describing the triumphant storming of the
breastworks was taken from the Democrat.
Our troops have retrieved the day
By one grand surge along the line;
The spirit that urged them was divine.
The first works flooded, naught could stay
The stormers: on! Still on!
Bayonets for Donelson!
Over the ground that morning lost
Rolled the blue billows, tempest-tossed,
Following a hat on the point of a sword.
Spite shell and round-shot, grape and canister,
Up they climbed without rail or banisterUp the steep hill-sides long and broad,
Driving the rebel deep within his works.
'Tis nightfall; not an enemy lurks
In sight. The chafmg men
Fret for more fight:
"To-night, to-night let us take the den!"
But night is treacherous, Grant is wary;
Of brave blood be a little chary.
Patience! The Fort is good as won;
To-morrow, and into Donelson.
The reliance of these lines on the following passages is obvious:
Gen. Smith deflected the main portion of his
division to the right, and having succeeded in engaging the attention of the enemy at this point, himself
headed the storming party and advanced upon the
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works from his extreme left. It was a most magnificent sight. Unappalled by the perfect storm of bullets
which rained about him, the General on horseback,
and with his hat on the point of his sword, preceded
his troops, and inspired them with a jr1rore there was no
withstanding.
The enemy's grape and canister came ploughing through their ranks, but not a shot was fired in
return .... The works gained, one tremendous volley
was poured into the astonished enemy, and with fixed
bayonets, a charge was made into their ranks which
there was no withstanding (Doc. 181).
They did not tarry long to bother with powder
and ball, but with a shout of itself terrific enough to
appal their foes, gave them the cold steel with a will
\vhich will long be remembered. Shell and round shot,
grape and canister were hurled at them in vain ....
Elated with victory, and the knowledge that at last they
had obtained a foothold in the enemy's fortification,
and savage at the thought of the privations they had
encountered, and at being so long balked in the possession of their prey, officers and men alike clamored
for an immediate assault that night.
Gen. Grant, however, mindful of the risks attending such an operation, even with troops exhibiting
such veteran characteristics as those under his command had displayed, wisely postponed the final coup de
main till the coming of the morrow's light (Doc. 182).
For the final details about the surrender early Sunday morning,
Melville returned to the account in the Times, as is apparent from a
comparison of the following lines with the excerpts that follow immediately after them:
A flag came out at early mom
Bringing surrender. From their towers
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Floats out the banner late their scorn.
In Dover, hut and house are full
Of rebels dead or dying.
The National flag is flying
From the cranuned court-house pinnacle.
Great boat-loads of our wounded go
To-day to Nashville.
From the Times:
Soon after the Stars and Stripes were floating
from the parapet of the Fort, and swung gracefully a
little later from the cupola of the court-house in the
little town of Dover (Doc. 175).
And:
Last evening and to-day, the troops are being
embarked on the transports and sent down the river ..
. . Every house in Dover was filled with dead and
wounded (Doc. 176).
Nowhere else in Battle-Pieces does Melville make such extensive use of the accounts of a particular battle as he does in ''Donelson."
His process of composition was certainly precise and deliberate in
this poem. In many instances he jumps back and forth between accounts in the space of but a few lines. He must have gone carefully to
each account when writing of a certain event and sifted out details
from each that suited his purposes. Nowhere in ''Donelson" does he
seem to embellish his narrative with incidents that can not be traced
to one or another of the newspaper stories. In fact, insofar as the
newspaper accounts are truthful reports, it would seem that ''Donelson"
is scrupulously accurate historically and that Melville exercised considerable care in ensuring that fact and in selecting details that would
well present the horror of the long engagement.
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"The Cumberland"
The Cumberland was sunk at Hampton Roads by the South's
new iron ship, the Merrimac. The Merrimac simply bore in on the
Ctlmberlattd, ignoring her shots, and rammed her so that she sank.
Melville's interest in this event is expressed succincdy by Howard
Vincent, who says, "The victory of the Merrimac was the call of Taps
for the old wooden fighting ship, as an old sailor like Melville well
realized" (The Trying-Otll of "Moby-Dick." Boston: 1949). In "The
Cumberland" and later on in ''Bridegroom Dick" in his volume of
poems John Man- and Other Sailors, Melville expresses an old sailor's
nostalgic regret at the sinking of the C11mberland and what it meant.
Whether it was reading the Baltimore American account (Iv,
Doc. 273-276) that inspired "The Cumberland" is impossible to say
with certainty, but the fact that Melville did read the American report is
proven by his use of one detail found therein:
What need to tell how she was foughtThe sinking flaming gunThe gunner leaping out the portWashed back, undone!
Her dead unconquerably manned
The Cumberland.
The unfortunate fate of the gunner in this passage is derived from the
following detail in the American account:
This last shot was fired by an active litde fellow named Matthew Tenney, whose courage had been
conspicuous throughout the action. As his port was
left open by the recoil of the gun, he jumped to scramble
out, but the water rushed in with so much force that
he was washed back and drowned (Doc. 274).
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The Rebel steamer "Merrimac" running down the frigate
"Cumberland" off Newport News. (top L. and R.)

The Ericsson Battery "Monitor" drives off the "Merrimac"
(bottom L. and R.)
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"In the Turret"
Melville's technique in "In the Turret" differs from that in
''Donelson." Whereas in ''Donelson" he had strung together details to
create a running account of the siege of the fort, in "In the Turret" he
has assimilated the Baltimore American story and made of the poem
something more than a series of events narrated in stanzas. "In the
Turret" is an imaginative presentation of the ordeal undergone by Lieutenant Worden during the encounter between the two ironclads, the
A1onitor and the Merrimac.
Lieutenant Worden was in conunand of the Monitor, and the
hopes of all the North were resting on this ironclad after the havoc
created by the Merrimac: "upon her performance was felt that the safety
of their position in a great measure depended" (Doc. 267). Captain
Van Brunt, in charge of the Minnesota, summed up the reliance on the
Monitor when, in his official report of the Hampton Roads fight, he
remarked that '~t two a.m. the iron battery Monitor, Com. John L.
Worden . . . came alongside and reported for duty, and then all on
board felt that we had a friend that would stand by us in our hour of
trial" (Doc. 267). Worden was aware of the confidence placed in him
and his ship, and when he learned of the disaster that had overtaken
the Cumberland, "though his crew were suffering from exposure and
loss of rest from a stormy voyage around from New York, he at once
made preparations for taking part in whatever might occur next day"
(Doc. 275).
It is this sense of responsibility apparently felt by Worden that
Melville capitalizes on, speaking of Worden's ''honest heart of duty''
and of the way he ''bore the first iron battle's burden/Sealed as in a
diving-bell." The passage in which Worden in the ironclad is compared to '~lcides, groping into haunted hell/To bring forth King
Admetus' bride," is a re-living with Worden, "Cribbed in a craft which
like a log/Was washed by every billow's motion," of the tense night
awaiting the historic battle. During the night Worden "marked the
sunk ship's flag-staff slim/Lit by her burning sister's heart." The flagstaff belonged to the Ct1mberland, and her "burning sister" was the
Congress. "the Congress was in a bright sheet of flame fore and aft. She
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continued to bum until twelve o'clock at night" (Doc. 275).
The American states that
Before daylight on Sunday morning, the Monitor moved up, and took a position alongside the Minnesota, lying between the latter ship and the Fortress,
where she could not be seen by the rebels, but was
ready, with steam up, to slip out (Doc. 275).
Melville describes Worden's thoughts at this time in stanza three:
A prayer went up-a champion's. Morning
Beheld you in the Turret walled
By adamant, where a spirit forewarning
And all-deriding called:
"Man, darest thou--desperate, unappalledBe first to lock thee in the armored tower?
I have thee now; and what the battle-hour
To me shall bring-heed well-thou'lt share;
This plot-work, planned to be the foeman's terror,
To thee may prove a goblin snare;
Its very strength and cunning-monstrous error!
Eventually, with both sides suffering from the long battle, the
Memmac withdrew. The turret did not prove to be a serious "goblinsnare" for Worden, although he was injured in the eyes while peering
through the horizontal slits in the turret. A shot &om the Memmac
caused "some scalings from the iron, and fragments of the paint to fly
with great force against his eyes" (Doc. 276).

"The Temeraire"
Melville follows "In the Turret" with "The Temeraire," an
imaginative poem inspired by the engagement between the two
ironclads. Though "The Temeraire" reveals no specific indebtedness
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Three views of the "Monitor,"
Harper's Weekly, March 29,
1862, p. 204.
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to the Rebellion Record, one brief passage in the poem may have been
inspired by the prose account. The description of the Monitor, with its
"heart-of-oak" and its "guns and spars/And sweeping wings of war,"
and the way in which "The rivets clinch the iron-clads" may have
been drawn from the New York Worltfs description of the AtJ.onitors
design, reprinted in Volwne Iv, Doc. 57-59, which Melville probably
read with great interest.

"A Utilitarian View of the Monitor's Fight"
In ''A Utilitarian View of the Monitor's Fight," Melville was indebted
to the Baltimore American for the third stanza, a description of the
maneuvering of the two ironclads:
Yet this was battle, and intenseBeyond the strife of fleets heroic;
Deadlier, closer, calm 'mid storm;
No passion; all went on by crank,
Pivot, and screw,
And calculations of caloric.
The same characteristics of the battle-"intense," "deadlier,"
"closer"-are brought out in the American account:
... this distance was subsequendy reduced to
fifty yards, and at no time during the furious cannonading that ensued, were the vessels more than two
hundred yards apart.
The officers of the Monitor, at this time, had
gained such confidence in the impregnability of their
battery, that they no longer fired at random nor hastily.
The fight then asswned its most interesting aspects.
The Monitor ran round the Mem"mac repeatedly, probing her sides, seeking for weak points, and reserving
her fire with coolness, until she had the right spot and
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exact range, and made her experiments accordingly
(Doc. 276).

"Shiloh: A Requiem"
l11e battle of Shiloh, or Pittsburgh Landing, is thoroughly documented in the Rebellion Record, Volume IV, Doc. 356-417. Melville
probably skinuned, even if he did not read closely, all of the Shiloh
accounts. The work which he relied on in writing "Shiloh" was the
Cincinnati Gazette narrative (Doc. 385-400). From this account he
took details of the weather and the church, "the log-built one," and a
line that sets the mood for the entire poem.
l11e placid atmosphere evoked by the opening lines,
Skimming lightly, wheeling still,
The swallows fly low
Over the field in clouded days,
The forest-field of Shiloh,
clashes with the picture of injured men suffering silently in the cool
night rain and the companion detail of "The church so lone, the logbuilt one." The scene concludes with a second reference to the skimming swallows: ''While over them the swallows skim,/And all is hushed
at Shiloh." The total effect is an impression of profound peace and
silence after a period of intense battle-exactly the effect striven for
by Melville, as is indicated by the poem's subtitle, ''A Requiem." This
dominant mood is the direct result of Melville's reading of the following passage from the Gazette:
Placing these in position, and arranging his brigades for support, took him [Gen. Lew Wallace] till
one o'clock in the morning. Then his wearied men lay
down to snatch a few hours of sleep before entering
into the valley of the Shadow of Death on the morrow.
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By nine o'clock all was hushed near the landing. The host of combatants that three hours before
had been deep in the work of human destruction had
all sunk silendy to the earth, "the wearied to sleep, the
wounded to die." The stars looked out upon the scene,
and all breathed the natural quiet and calm of a Sabbath evening (Doc. 195).
The lines "Over the field where April rain/Solaced the parched
ones stretched in pain" have their source in the following Gazette passage:
A heavy thunderstorm had come up about midnight, and though we were all shivering over the ducking, the surgeons assured us that a better thing could
not have happened. The ground, they said, was covered with wounded not yet found, or whom we were
unable to bring from the field. The moisture would to
some extent, cool the burning, parching thirst, which
is one of the chief terrors of lying wounded and helpless on the battle-field, and the falling water was the
best dressing for the wounds (Doc. 396).
Although the log church is mentioned in several reports, it is
likely that Melville got his knowledge of " ... the church of Shiloh/
The church so lone, the log-built one," from the following mention of
it in the Gazette: "Gen. Sherman's camps, to the right of the litde logcabin called Shiloh church, fronted on a descending slope" (Doc. 387).

"The Batde for the Mississippi"
"The Batde for the Mississippi" is the story of the campaign
to defeat and pass the forts at St. Philip and Jackson, seventy-five
miles above New Orleans on opposite sides of the Mississippi. Admiral Farragut was chosen to force a passage through the snarl of chains
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and hulks that barred the way, an assignment that he carried out successfully, laying New Orleans open to the Union forces.
Melville's first two stanzas are general and introductory, but
the next four are put together from scraps of items scattered through
the various reports given in the Rebellion Record, Volume rv, Doc. 510525. The third stanza is a description of the confusion that reigned
the night of the batde:
The shock of ships, the jar of walls,
The rush through thick and thinThe flaring fire-rafts, glare and gloomEddies, and shells that spinThe boom-chain burst, the hulks dislodged,
The jam of gun-boats driven,
Or fired, or sunk ....
Some of this description probably derived from Admiral Farragut's
account:
The smoke was so dense that it was only now
and then you could see anything but the flash of the
cannon and the fire-ships or rafts, one of which was
pushed down upon us ... and in my effort to avoid it
ran the ship on shore, and then the fire-raft was pushed
alongside ... (Doc. 522).
The Vantna, under Commander Boggs, made the trip through
the fire-rafts successfully, but soon found itself "amid a nest of rebel
steamers" (Doc. 515). It fought valiantly, setting afire and blowing up
five rebel vessels before being butted by two iron-clads and run ashore
in flames. These events are narrated in Commander Boggs's official
report (Doc. 515), from which Melville's lines in stanza four were
probably derived:
The manned Varuna stemmed and quelled
The odds which hard beset;
The oaken flag-ship, half ablaze,
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Passed on and thundered yet.
The remaining lines of the same stanza describe another event taking
place at about the same time:
While foundering, gloomed in grimy flame,
The Ram Manassas-hark the yell!Plunged, and was gone; in joy or fright,
The River gave a startled swell.
The sinking of the celebrated ram Manassas is described in
Comtnodore Porter's report in words that reflect Melville's indebtedness: "Her only gun went off, and emitting flames through her bowport, like some huge animal, she gave a plunge and disappeared under
the water'' (Doc. 511). The details of the Manassa/ death are given by
Farragut in his official report (Doc. 522), which Melville borrowed for
his fifth stanza:
They fought through lurid dark till dawn;
The war-smoke rolled away
With clouds of night, and showed the fleet
In scarred yet firm array,
Above the forts, above the drift
Of wrecks which strife had made.
Compare this stanza with Farragut's report that '~t length the fire
slackened, the smoke cleared off, and we saw to our surprise that we
were above the Forts, and here and there a rebel gunboat on fire"
(Doc. 522).
Melville speaks of the "lewd mob" in New Orleans, held "at
bay" by the "moody broadsides, brooding deep," in a line suggested to
him by a statement in the report of General Butler: "I find the city
under the dominion of the mob" (Doc. 517). The lines in the same
stanza about the religious services,
While o'er the armed deck's solemn aisles
The meek church-pennons play;
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By shorted guns the sailors stand,
With foreheads boWld or bare;
The captains and the conquering crews
Hwnble their pride in prayer,
Derive from Admiral Farragut's General Order that
Eleven o'clock this morning is the hour appointed for all the officers and crews of the fleet to
return thanks to Ahnighty God for his great goodness
and mercy in permitting us to pass through the events
of the last two days ... (Doc. 524).

"Malvern Hill"
The mood of"Malvem Hill" is dominated by the depiction of
the elms. The poem opens with the line ''Ye elms that wave on Malvern
Hill" and closes with the stanza:
We elms of Malvern Hill
Remember every thing;
But sap the twig will fill;
Wag the world how it will,
Leaves must be green in spring.
It is possible that this poem was suggested to Melville by a
passage in the Grenada Appeal describing the battle at Malvern Hill
and the surrounding coWltryside (Rebel/io11 Record, V, Doc. 265-266).
The following passage should be compared with Melville's poem:
The house at Malvern Hill is a quaint old structure .... A fine grove of ancient elms embowers the
lawn in a grateful shade, affording nwnberless vistas
of far-off wheat-fields and little gleaming brooks of
water, with the dark blue fringe of the primitive pines
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Battle of Malvern Hill, Virginia, July 1, 1862.
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-The Rebels repulsed by the Union artillery. (continued
from preceding page)
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on the horizon. It seemed a bitter satire on the wickedness of man, this peaceful, serene, harmonious aspect
of nature, and I turned from the joyous and quiet landscape to the mutilated victims around me with something like a malediction upon Seward and Lincoln and
their participants in the crime of bringing on this accursed war (Doc. 266).
None of the other accounts of Malvern Hill in the Rebellion Record
mention the elms.

"Running the Batteries"
"Running the Batteries" gives an accurate account of the passage of gunboats and other Union ships past the Confederate batteries at Vicksburg. It is in the form of an on-the-spot narration by an
observer at the Vicksburg anchorage. The New York Tribtme account
appears in the Rebellion Record, Volume VI, Doc. 546-548.
Melville's use of the Tribrme story can be more easily traced
than can his use of any source so far discussed, partly because the
poem abounds in verbal echoes. Apparendy he merely ran his finger
down the page, picking out key details and putting them in lines that
rhymed. He makes one slight alteration &om the account in the first
two lines: ''A moonless night-a friendly one; I A haze dinuned the
shadowy shore." One sentence &om the Tribune provides the source
for these opening lines, but Melville emphasizes inaccurately the darkness of the night "The sunset was clear and beautiful, and the stars
came out in full radiance. As the night deepened, a slight haze dimmed
the bosom of the Mississippi, but the eye had no difficulty in making
out the dark line of the opposite shore" (Doc. 547).
Melville's two lines about the passage downriver of the first
two boats, "The first boat melts; and a second keel I Is blent with the
foliaged shade," are a terse version of the Tribtme account:
Sombre and silent it floated down, near the
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Louisiana shore; scarcely were its dark sides to be distinguished from the foliage lining the bank. Stealing
slowly, it passed us, and at a point below took an oblique course, steering for the Mississippi side of the
river; and in the gloom it was soon confounded with
the dark shadow of the trees beyond.
Before this boat was lost sight of, another succeeded ... (Doc. 547).
Finally, as the Tribrtne tells it, all the boats disappeared, and
the spectators stood on the decks of the anchored boats, holding their
breath and speculating on the fate of the boats. "Suddenly a flame
starts up! Another and another leaps into the darkness of the night.
We can trace the course of our fleet by new flames that each moment
startle the strained sight" (Doc. 547). The discovery by the rebels of
the passing gunboats and their ensuing fire is rendered by Melville:
A flame leaps out; they are seen,
Another and another gun roars;
We tell the course of the boats through the screen
By each further fort that pours.
The remaining stanzas are composed from the same account,
as the quickest comparison shows. For instance, the phrase "new
flames that each moment startle the strained sight" (Doc. 547) is reflected in Melville's ''we strain our gaze." The discovery by the onlookers of the searching Confederate beacon elicits the cry
'"Vicksburgh is on fire!' ... uttered in excited tones" (Doc. 547).
Melville proclaims the same discovery in his line "'The town is afire!'
crows Hugh." The powerful Confederate beacon is described by the
Tribune in these words: "So powerful was the light, that at the point
where our fleet was moored, the shadow of a hand held a foot from
the boat's side was distinctly thrown upon it" (Doc. 548). Melville
transforms this information into "So far and strong, that in phantom
cheat/Lank on the deck our shadows lay."
The lights, however, were as revealing to the Union marksmen as to the Confederates, a fact brought out by the Tribune in this
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The Tug "Rumsey" accoutred for running the Rebel batteries at
Vicksburg- beneath short articles entitled "How Steamboats
Run Rebel Batteries," "General Grant's Campaign," and "The
Berwick's Bay Expedition."
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The Mississippi from Haines's Bluff to below Grand Gulf, showing Gen. Grant's and Admiral Farragut's operations-Harper's
Weekly (May 23, 1863), p. 327.
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passage:
The lights that showed the boats to the enemy
revealed to our men the outlines of the batteries, and
the roar which deafens the ear to every other sound is
the peal of the heavy pieces on our gun-boats (Doc.
548).
Melville converts this passage to the following:
The impartial cresset lights as well
The fixed forts to the boats that run;
And, plunged from their ports, their answers swell
Back to each fortress dun:
Ponderous words speaks every monster gun.
One final brief example will suffice in illustrating Melville's
use of the Tribrme's account. The Tribrme describes the fire on board
the transport in these words: " ... it wanted the mellow, vivid, spacepiercing brilliancy of the beacon; above it rolled volumes of thick and
curling smoke" of a "white color" (Doc. 548). Melville rephrases the
imagery this way: "Not mellowly brilliant like the first,/But rolled in
smoke, whose whitish volumes burst."

"Look-Out Mountain: The Night Fight"
"Look-Out Mountain" was probably suggested to Melville by
his reading of the Cincinnati Gazette's account of this battle (Volume
VIII, Doc. 228-236). The heaviest part of this batde was fought at
night, and the flashes of musket fire were clearly visible to spectators
for some distance around. The total impression must have been one
of awe, or as the Gazette reporter puts it, "Seen from Chattanooga, it
was the realization of olden traditions; and supernatural armies contended in the air!" (Doc. 231). Finally all was calm that night, but to
the anxious spectators who had watched the flashes and listened to
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The Capture ofLookout Mountain-General Hooker Fighting
among the Clouds, Harper 's Weekly (Dec. 26, 1863), p. 829.
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the sonnds of gunfire the hours till morning and news of the outcome
were suspense-filled ones. During the early hours of the morning the
mountain summit was shrouded in mist, but when this mist had cleared
away the Union flag was revealed waving &om the crest.
Melville's first two stanzas describe the scene of the night fight
in these words:
\Vho inhabiteth the Mountain
That it shines in lurid light,
And is rolled about with thunders,
And terrors and a blight ....
There is battle in the MountainMight assaulteth Might;
'Tis the fastness of the Anarch,
Torrent-torn, an ancient height;
The crags resound the clangor
Of the war of Wrong and Right.
This description probably had a source in the two following excerpts
from the Gazelle's account:
As I descended the hill, I could scarcely repress
an emotion of terror as the sound of the battle toward
the right became more and more awful and continuous, until it seemed as if some tremendous torrent had
sapped the foundation of Lookout, and the mountain
itself was crumbling into ruin. Our soldiers were storming Lookout (Doc. 230).
That night ... I stood watching the combat
going on, away up there on that mighty wall of limestone; and the long line of fttes which marked the
course of the intrenchments; the shouts of the combatants yelling defiance at each other; the fierce jets
of flame from the muzzles of a thousand muskets; the
spluttering sound of the discharges, muffled by distance; the great brow of the mountain looming dark
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and awful through the night ... (Doc. 231).
Melville's last stanza describes the jubilation of the Northerners when
the flag was discovered in the morning:
Joy, joy, the day is breaking,
And the cloud is rolled &om sight;
There is triumph in the Morning
For Anarch's plunging flight;
God has glorified the Mountain
Where a Banner bumeth bright,
And the armies in the valley
They are fortified in right.
This stanza probably originated in the following Gazette passage:
Wednesday morning came, and as soon as the
sun's rays were warm enough to disperse the mists &om
the mountains, all eyes were tumed toward the summit of Lookout. A wild and deafening cheer ran along
our lines. The banner of beauty and glory was floating
from the very crest of the mountain-from that gigantic pile of rock whence rebel cannon had so long been
hurtling missiles of death toward the city (Doc. 232).
The Gazette's story does not mention that the armies prayed
during the night, but since Melville does state that "the armies in the
valley /Watch and pray for dawning light," it may be that this line was
prompted by "The Storming of Lookout Mountain," a poem by Captain Thomas H. Elliott (Rebellion Record, VIII, P. 1). The second stanza
of "The Storming" reads:
Awakened a day of great portending-soldiers
praying a victorious ending
Should show the world the prowess and the force in
Federal might.
Many a suppliant, prayerful bending, to Him patriot
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hopes was sending,
That Lookout should be ours before she sank into
night.

"Chattanooga"
"Chattanooga" comes from the same Cincinnati Ga!(!tte report
that Melville adapted "Look-Out Mountain" from. The battles were
fought on successive days and were in a sense aspects of the same
contest. The most convincing evidence that Melville again used the
Gazette occurs in his long note to "Chattanooga," in which he speaks
of an "account at hand:' which he is using. In this note he describes
the weather the day of the battle in these terms: '~though the month
was November, the day was in character an October one-cool, clear,
bright, intoxicatingly invigorating; one of those days peculiar to the
ripest hours of our American autumn." Quite possible Melville had
the following observation from the Gazette "at hand" when he described the weather: "The morning was raw and cold, but the sun
shone brilliandy from a cloudless sky. The prospect was beautiful in
the extreme" (Doc. 232).
Elsewhere in his note Melville comments on the way in which
the Union soldiers, after capturing the rifle pits at the base of Missionary Ridge, swept on in contradiction of their original orders to halt
their advance at the base temporarily. Melville remarks that ''.But there
and then it was that the army took the bit between its teeth, and ran
away with the generals to the victory commemorated." This event is
mentioned several times in the many reports from participating officers, but the most vivid narration occurs in the Gazette story:
Through the woods concealing the rebel riflepits they charged, and burst like a torrent into and over
the same, scattering the terrified rebels who occupied
them like thisdedown or chaff.
Here, according to original orders, our lines
should have halted; but the men were no longer con50

ttollable (Doc. 233).
Melville says of Grant in stanza two, ''But mastered nervousness intense/Alone such calmness wears," an observation perhaps
prompted by the Gazette's picture of Grant as "a mild, quiet, unassuming man-the solid, sound, subtle, persevering, comprehensive
Grant"(Doc. 233). Melville's description of the rebel cannon firing
down at their attackers-'The summit-cannon plunge their flame/
Sheer down the primal wall"-has a probable source in the Gazette's
account of the Union assault: ''Despite a plunging fire from the enemy's
artillery upon the crest, they entered the timbered portion near the
summit" (Doc. 233).
Melville concludes "Chattanooga" with a lament for those who,
"eager, ardent, earnest there- / Dropped into Death's wide-open
arms ...." The Gazette reporter, too, devoted a full column to a description of the dead and wounded, and in at least one detail the accounts concur. Melville speaks of
The smile upon them as they died
Their end attained, that end a height:
Life was to these a dream fulfilled,
And death a starry night.
These last lines surely were inspired by the Gazette's eulogy for the
Northern dead:
The expression upon the faces of our own men
who had fallen here, was most touching and remarkable, for not all the pains of dissolution had been able
to drive from their features the smile of victory, or the
placid look of contentment which always rests upon
the countenance of him who feels his work well done
... for it was plain as the sun at noonday, that these
men had died, not only without mental agony, but that
their last earthly feeling was one of calm contentment
or triumphant joy (Doc. 235).
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View of the City of Chattanooga, Tennessee, from the north side
of the Tennessee River.
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-Continued, view of Chattanooga and Lookout Mountain, from
Harper's Weekly (Sept. 12, 1863), p. 581.
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"The Swamp Angel"
Melville's note to "The Swamp Angel" reads:
The great Parrott gun, planted in the marshes
ofJames Island, and employed in the prolonged, though
at times intermitted bombardment of Charleston, was
known among our soldiers as the Swamp Angel.
A poem with the same tide by T. N.J. is printed in Volume VIII, P. 3,
and is prefaced by this remark: "The large Parrott gun used in bombarding Charleston from the marshes of James Island is called the
Swamp AngeL-Soldier} Letter."
The similar notes and the identical tides indicate that Melville's
poem was inspired by T. N. J.'s. The only similarities in phrasing occur
in Melville's references to "a scream that screams up to the zenith"
and "their crumbling walls," echoes of "scream unlike her tropical
sisters" and "crumbling wall" in T. N. J.'s poem.

"The Batde for the Bay"
This poem describes the battle for Mobile Bay, termed by
Admiral Farragut "one of the fiercest naval combats on record" (VIII,
Doc. 102), and is indebted to Farragut's official report of the batde
(VIII, Doc. 100-106). Farragut's attacking fleet began the fight by
steaming boldly into the bay and exchanging fire with the guns of Fort
Gaines. Soon, however, as Farragut puts it, "It was apparent that there
was some difficulty .... I saw the Tec11mseh struck by a torpedo, disappear almost instantaneously beneath the waves ..."(Doc. 101). This
information probably led to Melville's lines in stanza six:
But what delays? 'mid wounds above
Dim buoys give hint of death below ....
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A cheer for the Tecrtmseh!-nay,
Before their eyes the turreted ship goes down!
'When Melville relates in stanza three that "The Admiral rushes
to his rightful place," he is referring to Farragut's decision to take his
flagship to the head of the line. Melville had mentioned in stanza four
that Farragut "Sailed second in the long fleet's midmost line;' a fact
for which he had authority in the Admiral's remark that "It was only at
the urgent request of the Captains and commanding officers that I
yielded to the Brookfyn being the leading ship of the line" (Doc.101).
(Farragut's flagship was the Hartford.) It was after the sinking of the
Tea!IJJseh that Farragut went to the head of the fleet "I determined at
once, as I had originally intended, to take the lead" (Doc. 101).
t\.1elville's wording of the details of the battle in stanzas ten
through thirteen follows Farragut's acconnt very closely at times. Since
t\.1eh·ille's account is drawn from one compact passage given in successi\·e paragraphs, rather than componnded from details scattered
through several reports (his common procedure), his poetic method
can be seen here quite clearly, and the acconnts follow in full:
But no, she turns-the Tennessee!
The solid Ram of iron and oak,
Strong as Evil, and bold as Wrong, though loneA pestilence in her smoke.
The flagship is her singled mark,
The wooden Hartford. Let her come;
She challenges the planet of Doom,
And naught shall save her-not her iron bark.
Slip anchor, all! And at her, all!
Bear down with n1shing beaks- and now!
First the Monongahela struck-and reeled;
The Lackawana's prow
Next crashed-crashed, but not crashing; then
The Admiral rammed, and rasping nigh
Sloped in a broadside, which glanced by:
The Monitors battered at her adamant den.
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The Chickasaw plunged beneath the stem
And pounded there; a huge wrought orb
From the Manhattan pierced one wall, but dropped;
Others the seas absorb.
Yet stormed on all sides, narrowed in,
Hampered and cramped, the bad one foughtSpat ribald curses from the port
Whose shutters, jammed, locked up this Man-of-Sin.
No pause or stay. They made a din
Like hammers round a boiler forged;
Now straining strength tangled itself with strength,
Till Hate her will disgorged.
The white flag showed, the fight was wonMad shouts went up that shook the Bay;
But pale on the scarred fleet's decks there lay
A silent man for every silenced gun.
The full account given by Farragut reads:
Having passed the forts and dispersed the
enemy's gun-boats, I had ordered most of the vessels
to anchor, when I perceived the ram Tennessee standing up for this ship. This was at forty-five minutes past
eight. I was not long in comprehending his intentions
to be the destruction of the flag-ship. The Monitors
and such of the wooden vessels as I thought best
adapted for the purpose, were immediately ordered to
attack the ram, not only with their guns, but bows on
at full speed, and then began one of the fiercest naval
combats on record.
The Monongahela, Commander Strong, was the
first vessel that struck her, and in doing so carried away
his own iron prow, together with the cutwater, without
apparently doing her adversary much injury. The
Lackawanna, Captain Marchand, was the next vessel
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to strike her, which she did at full speed; but though
her stem was cut and crushed to the plank ends for the
distance of three feet above the water-edge, to five
feet below, the only perceptible effect on the ram was
to give her a heavy list.
The Hartford was the third vessel to strike her,
but, as the Tennessee quickly shifted her hehn, the blow
was a glancing one, and as she rasped along our side,
we poured our whole port broadside of nine-inch solid
shot within ten feet of her casemate.
The Monitors worked slowly, but delivered
their fire as opportunity offered. The Chickasaw succeeded in getting nnder her stem, and a fifteen-inch
shot from the Manhattan broke through her iron plating and heavy wooden backing, though the missile itself did not enter the vessel.
She was at this time sore beset; the Chickasaw
was pounding away at her stem, the Ossipee was approaching her at full speed, and the Monongahela,
Lackawanna, and this ship were bearing down upon
her, determined upon her destruction. Her smoke-stack
had been shot away, her steering chains were gone,
compelling a resort to her relieving tackles, and several of her port shutters were jammed. Indeed, from
the time the Hartford struck her until her surrender
she never fired a gnn. As the Ossipee, Comman~er Le
Roy, was about to strike her, she hoisted the white
flag, and that vessel immediately stopped her engine,
though not in time to avoid a glancing blow (Doc. 102).
In using this account, Melville stripped it down to a skeleton and then
expressed it in as dramatic terms as he could. All of the details as
given by Farragut are present in Melville's lines, from the "rasping"
blow of the flagship to the Chickasauls "ponnding away at her storm."
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"The Eagle of the Blue"
As in the instance of "The Swamp Angel," it is Melville's note
to "The Eagle of the Blue" that provides the clue to its source, which
is again a poem in Volume VIII, P. 59: "The Eagle of the Eighth Wisconsin," by an anonymous poet. Melville's note reads:
Among the Northwestern regiments there
would seem to have been more than one which carried
a living eagle as an added ensign. The bird commemorated here was, according to the account, home aloft
on a perch beside the standard; went through successive battles and campaigns; was more than once under
the surgeon's hands; and at the close of the contest
fonnd honorable repose in the capital of Wisconsin,
from which state he had gone to the wars.
The Rebellio11 Record seems to offer no evidence that more than
one regiment maintained an eagle ensign, as Melville implies, but all
of Melville's information about the bird agrees with the account in
the anonymous poem. The statement that the bird was "more than
once nnder the surgeon's hands" is apparently an inference from the
note in the Iroqua (Wis.) Times that accompanies the poem: "Twice
Old Abe has been hit by secession bullets; one shot carried away a
third part of his tail-feathers."

"Rebel Color-Bearers at Shiloh"
It is to this poem that Melville appends the note in which he
mentions the Rebellion Record. The passage that inspired the poem is
taken from the Cincinnati Gazette acconnt of the action at Shiloh (Iv,
Doc. 391), and is quoted in Melville's note. The poem itself is notable
as an example of Melville's humanitarian attitude toward the men of
the South ("Perish their Cause! But mark the men"), and in these sentiments reflects the tone of the "Supplement" to Battle-Pieces.
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John Marr and Other Sailors
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"Melville's Residence," Cyclopedia ofAmerican Literature
(1855)
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"John Marr''
n a prose piece that opens John Ma" and OtherSailors Melville tells
the story of John Mart, "From boyhood up to maturity a sailor
under diverse flags." John Marr suffered a disabling wound, and,
after spending some time drifting from sail-making to carpentering,
settled down in a frontier prairie town. Soon he married, only to have
disease claim both his wife and infant child. ''Being now arrived at
middle-life, he resolved never to quit the soil that holds the only beings ever connected with him by love in the family tie." But the staid,
hard-working prairie people were not a group with whom the former
sailor, who took pleasure in telling tales of the sea, could feel very
close. In his desire for easygoing companionship he took to invoking
visionary friends of the past, carrying on with them such conversations as that in the first poem in the volume.
A possible source for John Mart exists in the Rebellion Record,
where Captain John Q. Mart is mentioned twice. The stories of the
two men bear no resemblance, however. Captain Mart was a Confederate officer killed in a skirmish at Fairfax Courthouse in the opening
days of the war and apparendy had never been a sailor. A New York
Times note (Rebellion Record, I, Doc. 89) refers to him as a "member of
the Virginia State Convention, and a member elect of the Legislature
from Fauquier County." Similar information is provided in a Richmond Enqrtirer note (1, Doc. 322), and it is added that Marr was a
"brave and efficient officer, the support of a widowed mother."
But the passage most likely to have made an impression on
Melville and to have caused the name to stick in his mind is an obituary notice reprinted from the Nashville Union (1, Doc. 322), in which
Mart is described as "the first soldier of the South to baptize the soil
of the Old Dominion with his patriotic blood." The account goes on
for a page, praising Marr in extremely lavish terms, as well as promising that "the good old Commonwealth" will avenge his death.

I
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"Bridegroom Dick"
"Bridegroom Dick" consists largely of the reminiscences of
an old sailor. Howard Vincent calls it "in a sense, a companion piece
to Melville's novel White Jacket," and adds that "Characters and events
of that novel ... nndoubtedly appear in the poem" (Poems, p. 470).
Vincent's assertions appear well fonnded, but there seems to be ample
evidence that at least part of the poem was suggested to Melville by
the Rebellion Record.
When Bridegroom Dick comes in his reminiscences of the
conntry's naval history to the period of "Secession's foul weather;' he
tells of two friends, both old tars, who go separate ways--one North,
one South:
Lost in the smother o' that wide public stress,
In hearts, private hearts, what ties there were snapped!
Tell, Hal-vouch, Will, o' the ward-room mess,
On you how the riving thnnder-bolt clapped.
With a bead in your eye and beads in your glass,
And a grip o' the flipper, it was part and pass:
"Hal, must it be; Well, if come indeed the shock,
To North or to South, let the victory cleave,
Vannt it he may on his dnng-hill the cock,
But Uncle Samj eagle never crow will, believe."
Dick follows this passage with some musings on the war, and then he
gives an acconnt of "the fray/ In Hampton Roads" (the only battle
actually described in the poem). He tells how a frigate (the Crtmberland)
and an iron-clad (the Merrimac) come to close combat, the iron-clad
commander issuing an ultimatum:
And a trumpet from port of the iron-clad hails,
Summoning the other, whose flag never trails:
"Surrender that frigate, Will! Surrender,
Or I will sink her-ram, and end her!"
'T was Hal. And Will, from the naked heart-o'-oak,
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Will, the old messmate, minus trumpet, spoke,
Informally intrepid,-"Sink her, and be damned!"
The encounter between the C11mberland and the Merrimac is then described, in a passage to be discussed separately later. Melville indicates by an asterisk that Will's reply to Hal is "Historic," but none of
the official reports given in the Rebellion Record mentions such a verbal
exchange.
There is, however, in the Rebellion Record (Iv, Doc. 465-468) a
document entitled "Reception of the Heroes of the Congress and the
Cumberland," which provides accounts by two sailors, one from the
Cr1mberland and one from the Congress, of their engagements with the
Merrimac. The sailor from the Cr1mberland includes the following statement in his testimony:
Could we have kept her off at arm's length she
never would have taken us, but she ran her steel prow
into us, when Mr. Buchanan, the man who commanded
her, asked our commander: 'Will you surrender?" He
answered, "Never will I surrender!" and he took his
infernal machine off and ran it into us again. He then
asked again, "Mr. Morris," calling him by name, "will
you surrender that ship?" "Never," says he, "if you
sink her!" (Doc. 466).
The sailor from the Congress tells a similar story: "The commander
opened a little port-hole, and said: 'Smith, will you surrender the ship?'
Says he: 'No, not as long as I have got a gun or a man to man it"' (Doc.
467). Furthermore, the name of the sailor from the Congress is Mr.
Willard, obviously suggestive of Will. But to clinch the story he concludes:
We had no chance, and we surrendered. The
rebel officers-we knowed 'em all-all old playmates,
shipmates-came home in the Germantown with
them-all old playmates, but rascals now (Doc. 467).
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The instance of sailors, good friends, being split by the war"The Union's strands parted in the hawser over-strained"-surely
would have been a poignant subject to an old sailor like Melville. The
three pieces of evidence already pointed out-the command andretort, the Will-Willard parallel, and the "old playmates" theme-strongly
indicate that this section of "Bridegroom Dick" was the result of
Melville's reading of the "Reception for the Heroes of the Congress
and the Cumberland." It is not even too far-fetched to speculate that
the jolly, reminiscent tone of the "Reception" may have been the germ
of the entire poem.
The description of the fight in ''Bridegroom Dick" may also
have a source in the Rebellion Record (Iv, Doc. 274). Melville's use of
the BaltimoreAmericatt's account in his earlier poem "The Cumberland"
has already been pointed out, and he probably returned to the same
story for the details of the C11mberland-Merrimac encounter used in
"Bridegroom Dick." Melville's version reads:
Gathering way, the iron-clad rammed.
The frigate, heeling over, on the wave threw a dusk.
Not sharing in the slant, the clapper of her bell
The fixed metal struck-uninvoked struck the knell
Of the C11mberland stilettoed by the Merrimac's tusk;
While, broken in the wound underneath the gun-deck,
Like a sword-fish's blade in leviathan waylaid,
The tusk was left infixed in the fast-foundering wreck,
There, dungeoned in the cockpit, the wounded go down,
And the chaplain with them. But the surges uplift
The prone dead from deck, and for a moment they drift
Washed with the swimmers, and the spent swimmers drown.
Nine fathom did she sink,-erect, though hid from light
Save her colors unsurrendered and spars that kept the height.
Melville may have been influenced in his lines about "leviathan waylaid" and the "tusk was left infixed" by the poem "On Board
the Cumberland" (Iv, pp. 79-80), which he probably had read, and
one stanza of which reads:
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Alas! Alas! My Cumberland,
That ne'er knew grief before,
To be so gored, to feel so deep
The tusk of that sea-boar!
In view of the fact that Melville had used the Baltimore American account several years earlier and the fact that the name John Matt
was ahnost certainly taken from Volume I, it seems likely that he may
have gone back to the American's story. Some of the details of this
account deserve to be given for comparison;
The Merrimac . .. kept on toward the Crtmberla!td,
which she approached at full speed, striking her on the
port side near the bow (Doc. 273).
Advancing with increased momentum, the
Merrimac struck the C11mberland on the starboard side,
smashing her upper works and cutting another hole
below the water line.
The ship now began to rapidly settle, and the
scene became most horrible. The cockpit was filled
with the wounded, whom it was impossible to bring
up .... The water by this time had reached the aftermagazine of the Cumberland . ... Several men in the
after shell-room lingered there too long in their eagerness to pass up shell, and were drowned.
The C11mberland sank in water nearly to her
cross-trees. She went down with her flag stillflying, and
it still flies from the mast above the water that overwhehned her (Doc. 274).
Nine pages later Melville devotes two more stanzas of ''Bridegroom Dick" to the Cumberland, "a beauty and the belle." The line
"Under the water-line a ram's blow is dealt" may owe something to
the American's line "whilst her ram cut the Crtmberland under water"
(Doc. 274).
In conclusion, it should be noted that Melville's line ''When
the boom-chain we burst in the fire-raft's glare" echoes lines in an
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earlier poem in Battle-Pieces, "The Battle for the Mississippi,"
T he flaring fire-rafts, glare and gloomE ddies, and shells that spinT he boom-chain burst ... ,
lines that had come o riginally from the Rebellion Record.
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Afterword
hree conclusions can be drawn from this study. (1) It has an
intrinsic value in that it tells us something about the way the
creative process worked in Melville. (2) It has a certain particular interest for students of Melville in that it shows him adopting
the same habits of composition as a novice poet that he had followed
for years as a novelist. (3) It presents a picture of a Melville who is
beginning to take a strong interest in the history and course of contemporary events of his country, an interest that is possibly carried to
its culmination in Melville as a thinker and artist in Bilfy Brtdd.
In some of the poems in Battle-Pieces it will probably seem to
the reader that Melville often fails to tum his sources into lines much
more stirring and poetic than their prose originals. But the same critics
\vill sureh· have to admit that in some of his best efforts-"Look-Out
Mountain: The Night Fight," "The Cumberland," and "Shiloh: ARequiem," for example-Melville's muse has served him well in transmuting the usually mediocre productions of various journalists into
finer stuff, worthy of a more experienced poet. There can be no question of the artistic honesty involved in Melville's rifling of his sources,
since even in his least profitable attempts he has done nothing more
sinful than fail to improve gready on pedestrian accounts that were
not intended as art by their creators in the first place. Melville apparendy needed something to begin with, something to serve as scaffolding, something that could be decorated and cast in a shape peculiar to
his individual talents. For the beginning poet, especially, the Rebellion
Record provided scaffolding in abundance.
It is hard to estimate accurately the full force of the Civil War
on Melville. His generous and compassionate attitude toward the sufferers on both sides is made amply clear in the prose "Supplement," as
well as in the poems. Certainly his reading must have ranged far beyond the source demonstrated in this study. Did the Civil War, this
period when to the nation "Convulsions came" ("The Apparition''),
with its glut of human misery in both the North and the South, help to
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produce in Melville convictions about the need in the world for order
and form. If so, and it seems quite possible that it did, then his reading
of the Rebellion Record was surely no inconsiderable instrument in the
forming of those beliefs.
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rofessor Emeritus Frank Day was born in 1932 in East P arsonsfield,
Maine. He has graduate degrees from the University o f Tennessee and
the University o f Rochester. He taught at Clemson University for more
than three decades and was Head of the E nglish D eparunent from 1994 to
1997. Because o f his versatility and wide reading, be taught nearly every course
on the books. He served as an editor o f The So11th Carolina ReuielV for nearly
twenty years and, from 1986, was Field E ditor for Twayn e's U nited States
Authors St:ries, published by G. K.. Hall. H e also managed The Comparalist for
several years. He is the author of Sir Jfi/illiam Empson: An A nnotated Bibliograpi!Ji
and A Reader's G11ide lo Arth11r Koestler, as well as numerous articles, essays, and
book contributions on authors as diverse as 1\Ielville, Balzac, D eLillo, and
N aipaul. He was a Fulbright Lecturer in Romania (1980-1981) and Bangladesh
(1986-1987), speaking on American literature at universities in Kathmandu,
Karachi, Peshawar, Lahore, Islamabad, H yderabad, and Multan. Day's experience, candor, and enthusiasm are deeply valued at our young press, where,
before Ibis book, he served as contributing editor and advisor.
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This systematic analysis of the making of Herman
Melville's poetry, from Battle-Pieces and Aspects of
the Wtzr ( 1866) and john Marr and Other Sailors
(1888), examines the texts of Melville's poems and
their corresponding sources. The result is an informative analysis of the influence of a significant C ivil
War document. Melville's Use of "The Rebellion
Record" in His Poetry carefully examines this source.
Illustrated with contemporary figures from Harper's
Weekly (to which Melville subscribed) and TheRebellion Record itself, this little book makes broadly
interesting reading while extending to the public a
harvest of scholarship, unpublished until now, that
stands with other solid works on Melville written in
the past forty years.

